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PROBLEM
The main problem for the organization was

to expand their business, it was very

expensive.

They needed a solution for their small

classrooms as more students were getting

enrolled and there was a limited room for

their students. 

They wanted a platform to manage all the

students in their institute.

The main problem for the organization was

to expand their business, it was very

expensive. They needed a solution for their

small classrooms as more students were

getting enrolled and there was a limited

room for their students. 



WE OFFERED
NOT JUST OUR TIME

We provided E-learning

solution through live

class. We provided E-

content for the students

like in the form of pdf’s,

animated videos, Word

doc, PPT’s etc.

LIVE CLASSES

We provided E-content

for the students like in

the form of pdf’s,

animated videos,

Word doc, PPT’s etc.

E-CONTENT

We gave the option for pen

drive courses for students so

that they don’t need to have

internet access all the time,

student can buy the pen drive

course containing offline

content.

PENDRIVE COURSES



IMPACT

Student can download the videos

and the content therefore they don’t

need 24*7 internet access they just

need internet connectivity to

download the study material.

OFFLINE AVAILABILITY OF
CONTENT

The capital investment also got saved,

through this they don’t need to spend

high expense on the increasing their

ranking and branding.

BRANDING INCREASED

The problem of student limitation in a

single class is solved, now there is no

barrier for student to attend a single

class. Multiple students can access

the same class at same time.

OBSTACLE REMOVED



The institution was very satisfied with the
results; it helped the institution in
improvising there teaching process and
methodologies. It also helped them reach to
out to more number of students at same
time.

RESULT



THANK YOU!


